
THE CYCLOPS BOMB 

 
All Demonstrations are Alike 
 
 
 

I awake as always long before daybreak. I toss and turn in bed, endlessly changing TV channels – 

local, for-eign, transatlantic… In the end I stick with the local ones. Then the remote gets lost in the 

bedding. Where are you hiding down there, damn you!  
The news is on: a minibus upturned on the motor-way, wheels splayed helplessly, all lacerated, 

burnt and smoking. And bodies in the minibus, charred and like-wise still smoking. Firemen. A fire 

engine. Police. A po-lice car. Lots of other cars.  
Traffic piling up in both directions.  
They should have used a long shot as well. A long shot. 

They were students hurrying to a funeral service for one of their mate‟s father. Why so late?... Only 

two out of the twelve survived: the driver and some short guy. Apparently the bus had hit the kerb, 

then turned over, and was carried another 100 metres to the screams and shrieks of its passengers and 

the scraping of metal against concrete and kerb. They said its tanks were full of petrol and it was 

doing at least 120 km/h. Maybe it had tried to overtake someone, or someone had tried to overtake it. 

And the motorway was one of the new ones, the other half of it still being built…  
I had to shoot it with a long shot as well. Around midnight, when our car was making its way 

through the gridlock towards the TV Centre, the fumes and lights of the traffic were highly visible. 

But we were in a hurry.  
Nini was in the biggest hurry. She was being given the hurry-up by a producer who had glued Nini to 

her mo-bile. 

They released the footage straight away, without any editing – “raw”. Despite the ceaseless babble 

on her mobile, by the time we arrived at the TV Centre Nini‟s commentary was almost ready.  
It was past midnight by the time I got home, and I still awoke before daybreak – as always.  
No, the bodies (or the deceased – the word had an overly biblical ring to it) had to be shot close 

up. A dif-ferent cameraman would have done that – with the ten bodies right in front of your eyes!  
I pull my pistol out from behind the faded books on the shelf. I take out the magazine and shake 

the bullets out one by one. The bullets fall onto the blanket with a muffled clatter. Well, how are you 

St. Peter. Peter-r-r  
Ber-r-r-e-tt-a! Arrivederci, amigo! Petr-r-ruchio!  

If I don‟t kill him today, I‟ll do it tomorrow. Tomor-row there‟ll be a lot more people. The day 

before yes-terday there were 50,000, yesterday there were 70,000. Tomorrow there‟ll be over 

100,000. Maybe 150,000. Es-pecially since they‟ve started a hunger strike. 

Tomorrow, tomorrow I‟ll kill him. Tomorrow!  
I put the bullets back in the magazine and stick it back in the Berretta. It begins to strike me as 

amusing. I imagine what sort of expression I‟m wearing. I‟m about to bump a man off and I find it 



amusing. But life can be a real prankster. I shove the Berretta back behind the dusty shelves.  
I go down to the shop and buy some tea. I‟ve got a bit of cheese, a piece of bread. Rye bread. But 

I‟m out of cigarettes. Just as it usually happens in the movies – the hero runs out of cigarettes (they 

are already finished, it turns out). He searches for some.  
He finds some (and I find some in the shop).  
Outside I wait 15 minutes for Nini. That‟s the way she is – an arranged time means nothing to her. 

It‟s cold. November. Now and then there is a burst of rain. Fi-nally a blue Volkswagen appears at the 

turning leading to my building.  
Puffing and panting, the “Beetle” struggles up the rise.  

And Nini puffs and pants all the way, just like her car. Pet dogs and their owners come to resemble 

each other more and more as the years go by, just like cars and their owners. 

First we call at the TV Centre. I take a camera. Nini is detained for a bit in the producer‟s office. In 

ten minutes we are at the demonstration.  
“Out with them! Out with them! Out with them!” the crowd in front of the parliament building 

chants rhyth-mically. If anything, there were already over a hundred thousand. A pity I had to take 

the pistol with me today. I set up the camera right in the middle of the avenue, at the very centre of 

the demonstration, and straighten up the legs of the stand. The avenue is closed to traffic.  
Well, harden up, legs, don‟t let me down. We must hold out – stand here for a whole day. I‟m relying 

on you, and on you as well, nerves. Good old nerves!  
My Nini is lost in the crowd – looking for interviewees.  
Now and then a silver disc of sun flits through like a ghostly “flying Dutchman” amidst the 

scurrying leaden coloured clouds – as in the Harry Potter films. Some of the clouds are half 

illuminated, i.e., semi-transparent, others are gloomy, black and dense.  
And the demonstration itself is also a leaden colour. In this place – on the avenue in front of 

Parliament – any gathering at any time has a black leaden colour, and it‟s been like that for about 

twenty years. An untraversed, untamed space, a sort of mustang. Mustang Avenue.  
Many come here to look for their enemy. After all, a good enemy can save you.  
Our second camera is operating on the steps of the Parliament; there is a third one on the street 

which de-scends steeply from Green Hill.  
Which means mine is the first one – camera, that is. I film the demonstrators, with a long shot. These 

days pol-iticians rarely feature in the foreground; more and more it is unknown or little known 

blabbermouths. They sing, read verse, yell. Occasionally I zoom in on the faces in the demonstration: 

there is a girl, one of the partici-pants in the “Rear of the Nation” contest”; a man hold-ing with 

downright reverence the lavashi bread he has only just bought; a grey-haired woman crossing herself 

as if her three bunched crossing fingers are holding a nail and she is driving this nail in turn into her 

head, into her belly near the navel, then into her right shoulder, her left shoulder, and again into her 

head… And then that guy who was a nauseatingly popular politician, who looked at you as if her 

were a boxer ready to inflict a knockout blow; and another grey-haired man with a face that sug-

gested he had probably been crying into his booze…  



Nini has found an interviewee. In front of the camera almost everyone has an angelic smile and a 

God-fearing pose. Then she brings in another guy, then a third… Nini and I and my camera look 

comical to me. Besides, if you look from a slight distance, you don‟t even notice us; we are lost in the 

crowd. At a greater distance the demonstration itself disappears, dissolved in the earth‟s expanses. 

And if you look from an even greater distance, the earth itself melts away, disappears in space. The 

fur-ther away you go…  
Today I will wear myself out to the point of exhaus-tion and at night my joints will ache, whimper 

like Cau-casian sheepdog pups abandoned in the hills on a dark night. 

And that guy… he‟s here today too. I recognised him straight away by his long hair. Mario 

Chimaro… indeed! Tomorrow I‟ll Chimaro you all right – my St. Peter and I.  
I‟ll shoot you at point-blank range. I‟ll pepper you with bullets from the side, turn you into an 

exquisite-ly fashioned corpse. The camera will stand on its own, working its butt off, attached to its 

stand. And I‟ll get up close to you and fire right at the moment, not when the crowd cries out: “Gov-

ment out! Gov-ment out! Gov-ment out!”, or something abusive. No I‟ll shoot when everyone chants: 

“Motherland, Fatherland! Motherland, Fatherland! Motherland, Fatherland!”- dragging it out with 

feeling like a toast to someone‟s health. I fucking will! Not a soul will hear the shot and you won‟t 

hear it, for PIETRO BERRETTA has a silencer. In the morn-ing I completely forgot, failed to 

remember the silencer. Pardon. I‟ll blast you from the side, so the bullets pass through you and 

lacerate your heart, liver and guts. True, they‟re not expanding bullets but, like sprinters, they‟ll 

whizz through your body, take your breath away and come to a standstill only after your last gasp. 

That‟s the way it will be! You‟ll see, bro.  
And maybe at least then my soul will be at peace! Fuck it all! 

 
 

Lado 
 
From early morning we dashed round in Lado‟s Fiat near the frontline, filming the soldiers and the 

landscape shrouded in black smoke (from military vehicles on fire) and visiting the trenches. Once 

we were almost buried by a mortar from the other side of the river (from the en-emy front) – Lado‟s 

little yellow Fiat could be easily seen from a distance. I was at the wheel, Lado was filming with his 

nice new Japanese video camera. Then we went back to the city. Lado showed me the way. Now and 

then he also filmed the city streets. We turned into Marine Boulevard. The sun, pink as a flamingo‟s 

plumage, was going down on the horizon. We drove past some two-storeyed buildings. Near one of 

them a tank was emitting a muffled growl. Lado was shooting the sea and the sun. When we drew 

near to the restaurant, which stood on rocks right by the shore, something exploded in the sea not far 

away from us. We stopped and looked around. A soldier standing by a tank was pointing his muzzle 

at us. We reversed towards the tank. Through the rum-bling of the tank we were still able to make 

out what the soldier was bellowing. “Why were you filming us? Don‟t film us! Hand over the 

camera.” We stayed in the car. The soldier rushed at the door on Lado‟s side, trying to take the 



camera. Lado wouldn‟t give it up. It was switched on and filming the whole commotion. It turned out 

the tank crew had come to sort something out with someone. “You just leave our tarts alone!” was the 

message. The cannon was trained on some second floor balcony: “We‟ll wipe you out!” An officer was 

standing on the balcony and shouting to the tank crew: “It‟s all a misunderstanding, fellows. Let‟s sit 

down and talk about it, for fuck‟s sake...” When I stopped the car, Lado placed the camera by his feet. 

At the same time the tank roared and rumbled back directly onto us, all shrouded in thick blue-grey 

smoke. The soldier man-aged to jump out of the way. Through the roaring of the tank I couldn‟t hear 

if our car had started or not. While I was working it out, the tank‟s tracks descended with a crunch 

on the car‟s bonnet on Lado‟s side. Lado and I grasped the door handles, but they had been jammed 

tight. Both of them. From the bonnet the tank‟s tracks were slowly clambering onto the Fiat‟s roof. 

The Fiat crumpled like a beer can. I grabbed Lado. His legs were gradually disappearing beneath the 

crushed metal, then his body, and shoulders.. Lado‟s head lay beside mine. He was still breathing. I 

looked outside. I imagined I was seeing the sea and setting sun for the last time. The roof was coming 

down on my head. I could scarcely breathe. Despite the deafening roar of the tank, I heard my shoul-

der crunch and break. And I lost consciousness. When I came to, I was lying on the asphalt, and 

someone was pouring water over me. It looked like a woman. At that moment a Shilka anti-aircraft 

vehicle appeared from the direction of the restaurant. I jumped up and ran towards some house. 

“They‟re coming. They‟ll crush everyone!” I shouted. At the house a young woman with dyed hair 

jumped out to meet me. I pressed myself against her, hid my head in her breasts. ”They‟ll crush 

everyone. They‟re coming! They‟re coming!” The woman stroked me and even appeared to kiss me. 

They had trouble drag-ging me away from her: “You need to be packed off to hospital.” “They‟ll run 

us over!” “Don‟t be scared. It‟s one of our Shilkas. They‟re ours.” “And you, who are you?” The tank 

was standing by Lado‟s Fiat. I couldn‟t work out whether the engine was switched on or not. All 

sounds and colours had disappeared. Lado‟s yellow Fiat had turned white. Lado was lying on the 

asphalt be-tween the tank and the Fiat – black all over, as if some-one had drenched him with a 

bucket of Indian ink. The sun seemed to have risen towards its zenith. Again I switched off. 

 
 

A Cemetery of Arms and Legs 
 

The father of the lad whose legs have just been ampu-tated paces ceaselessly along the corridor, 

smoking one cigarette after another. Apart from him there is nobody there – in the corridor. The 

delirious mutterings of the wounded can be heard from the ward. The surgeon asks me to help him. 

We go over to the staircase. Under the staircase stands a crate which once held shells. In the crate, 

wrapped in plastic bags, lie the amputated extremi-ties of wounded soldiers. There are three 

amputated legs and one arm. We go outside through the back door. I carry three bags and the surgeon 

one.  
Soon we are in the hospital vegetable garden. I pile the bags on the ground. 



 
In the vegetable garden, beside the rows of tomatoes and cucumbers, we dig a hole with a shovel. 

Then a sec-ond, a third, and a fourth. The surgeon takes a sheet of paper out of his pocket, tears it 

into quarters, writes the names of the soldiers on them and puts one in each bag.  
I light the way for him with a torch. Then we place the bags in the holes and cover them with 

earth. The holes begin to look like small graves. From a pile of boards nearby we take four short 

narrow ones and stick them in the ground beside the graves. The earth is soft, and the boards, 

sharpened at one end, easily penetrate it.  
On the boards we write the names of the limbs‟ own ers. I write the names with a pen, while the 

surgeon holds the torch.  
In the hospital garden there are already around fifty such graves. A tiny mini-cemetery, a 

cemetery of arms and legs. The majority of these graves will not be dis-turbed, but if any of the 

owners dies, the body parts will be gathered up to be buried along with him. This time in a big, real, 

grave.  
The surgeon continues to dig holes. “We‟ll need them tomorrow.”  
We prepare five new burial holes – for arms and legs.  
Returning to the hospital, I fall asleep immediately. I sleep in an armchair, clutching the video 

camera to my chest.  
In the dead of night several shells explode not far from the hospital. First there is a flash, like 

lightning, then the sound of an explosion. But even if a shell had fallen right on my head and torn me 

into thousands of pieces, I still wouldn‟t have stirred. I am so tired.  
At daybreak I go outside. A shell has exploded right by the limbs cemetery. Several arms and legs 

are scat-tered around. Boards, arms, legs... All jumbled up.  
The surgeon emerges from the depths of the garden, holding a leg in his hand.  
“Bring me the shovel. We‟re going to dig up the holes.” “Yes, but…”  
“What do you mean „yes, but‟?” “Whose arms and legs are…”  

“I remember everything by their surnames… Bring the shovel.”  

We dig holes, and gather up the boards, arms and legs scattered over the yard and the garden. 

 
 

I Select Footage 
 

The New Vision TV studio where I work has request-ed my war footage. I dash home and pull the 

dusty cas-settes out from all the shelves of the old cupboard in the hallway. I switch on the television 

and the cassette play-er. I select the footage. A road stripped of its asphalt. The bonnet of our battered 

Fiat. The entrance into a village. Burnt houses here and there. A half demolished men-tal hospital. 

Winter, war. Not a soul around. The sec-ond floor of a “loony bin”. In a room with its windows 

blown out, room No.14, on an old metal bedstead sits an old woman who looks about seventy (but is 

possibly a little younger). Wrapped in a blanket. She sits staring at the floor, or rather, at a single spot 

on the floor. Later we were told she was known as Tsarina Tamara and she had already spent around 

thirty years in the “bin”. Three months after the outbreak of the war the mental hospital staff fled 



along with the whole village. Tsarina Tamara fled as well. But within a week she had returned – to 

her hospital, to her room, to her bed. Outside the hospital everything was foreign territory to her. 

This material will not do for the New Vision studio. 

 

The Cassette. I Look Through the Footage 
 

A looting tank. Loaded with carpets, chairs, clothing. There is a television there too. A Caucasian 

monstrosity. 

 
 

The Cassette Labelled “War” (i.e., Shot during the War) 
 

On Marine Promenade three soldiers are shooting a man. A middle aged man, in civilian clothes. 

Waves splashing, “voices” of “Kalashnikovs”. The man is shout-ing: “What are you doing, fellows? 

You‟re trying to scare me, right? What sort of traitor am I! You believe that I showed them the way? 

Fine, enough messing about, enough!” His words are drowned in the sound of ma-chine-gun fire. The 

man falls, his body shuddering all over. He is dying. 
 
 

War 
 

Filmed by a friend: war, forest, summer, the front line. A cow is rushing somewhere with a 

machine gun around its neck. A soldier runs after it, catches it up, takes the weapon. Whistles and 

guffaws can be heard from the other side, from the enemy trenches. Nobody fires at the soldier. 

Lowering his head, he dashes back to his trench. 

 
It turned out that the cow had been grazing not far from the trench, and wandering closer and closer 

to the trench. The hungry soldiers decided to catch her, drag her into the trench with a rope, and 

slaughter her. But there was no rope. One soldier popped up out of the trench, tossed the strap of his 

machine gun around neck of the approaching cow, and pulled. The frightened cow gave such a tug 

with her head that she tore the machine gun out of his hands and dashed off towards the enemy 

positions. The soldier opted for death rather than the loss of his weapon, but nobody fired at him 

from the enemy side. 
 
 

 

War 
 

A seashore. A sunny day. The soldiers are “fishing” – tossing “pineapples” into the sea. There are 

the muted sounds of explosions. Filming them from a distance. One of them is lugging an anti-tank 

grenade. The biggest of them, a mountain of a man, chucks the grenade with all his strength far out 

to sea. The grenade opens up in the air and slowly descends on a parachute. The soldiers have not 



expected this. Seemingly none of them has ever seen a grenade with a parachute. The sea breeze 

carries the grenade towards the shore, directly towards them.  
The frightened soldiers flee helter-skelter. The grenade explodes on the sandy shore.  

That time the soldiers barely survived. Me likewise.  
Just as well I was filming from a distance.  

 

Footage and More Footage 
 

Shrieking in desperation, like a woman, a dog burn-ing alive dashes towards some bushes. I was 

not in time to film the children of some picnickers pouring petrol over a stray dog and setting it 

alight. Although I had re-corded both the children and their parents feeding the dog just beforehand. 
 
 

 

Footage and More Footage 
 

A man from the Government. Foreigners and more foreigners. Another government bureaucrat. 

Foreigners. Government bureaucrats are handing over the property rights to some resort, on a fifty 

year lease. Dolly birds carry in a huge white cake – an alpine mini-resort, snow-covered, with white 

mountains, snow tracks, houses, an alpine railroad, and a tiny train. Then they bring in a green cake – 

with a mini-conifer forest, a palace, and fountains of mineral water. They cut up both the white and 

the green cakes. They distribute the pieces, pass them round on plates. They smile. They drink 

champagne. 
 
 

Claudia 
 
I got to know Claudia in the morning, in the early, early morning. That early, early morning when 

nooneno one recognised me. I bumped into a neighbour, greeted him, but he failed to recognise me. 

However, he nodded his head in response. The greengrocer didn‟t recognise me either. Nor did the 

woman selling seeds. Maybe, I thought, I had been involved in the car crash yesterday, or else I was 

walking in a dream. Maybe I was dead, and that‟s why nobody recognised me.  
I checked to see if my reflection showed up in the shaded window glass of a car standing by the 

footpath.  
No, it‟s me, in flesh and blood. I am “I”. I studied my own anatomy once again in the window of the 

next car.  
Our reflection shows up well in the shaded glass– and so do trees, and houses, and people. In the city 

almost all the cars have shaded glass. You look through the window for the car‟s owner, but you don‟t 

see him. He looks at us and sees us. Just like in films about secret agents. The same sort of trickery.  
That was the morning I was meant to kill Chimaro. Mario. Maybe that‟s why they couldn‟t 

recognise me.  



When you really want to kill someone, people don‟t recognise you and they don‟t see you.  
But on occasion some people on the street scrutinize me with a strange curiosity. When that 

happens, I am bound to fall ill soon after. In the lead-up to Chimaro‟s killing, just as with the onset of 

an illness, I seem to be accompanied by some kind of alien beings, and people intuitively sense them 

or see them with a third eye.  
Claudia was standing by the bus stop. As became clear later, she was waiting for a taxi. I soon 

realised that she was from Europe. It was as if I had ended up in some film from the 1970s – a 

beautiful young blonde waiting for her beloved at a bus stop.  I stopped the car. I smiled and put on 

my best Eng-lish: 

“Don‟t you wait for me?”  
She smiled in response and told me in my native lan-guage, which she had just learned and didn‟t 

know very well:  
“Why sometimes always being late you?”  
This was how I got to know this very nice and strange being. She turned out to be a journalist – in 

her rucksack there was a video camera. She was hurrying to the open-ing of the new tower, the Super 

Line A tower.  
“I‟m going there as well.” I wasn‟t at a loss what to say. I had forgotten about Chimaro. Bloody 

hell!  
“I‟m a journalist too,” I introduced myself. And it was the pure truth. She looked pleased.  

We drove about twenty kilometres out from the city. On the summit of one of the green hills the 

Super Line A tower had been mounted on top of a huge iron cross.  
The opening was attended by about twenty people. Fol-lowing short speeches by the owner of the 

iron cross and the manager of the Super Line A, the religious believers fell to their knees while the 

rest immediately activated their newly switched-on mobiles. I filmed the cross with the tower on top 

of it, the aerial and the people. But the most prominent thing in my footage was Claudia.  
Then I invited her to a restaurant, the “Golden Pheas-ant”. It marks the site of a hot sulphur spring. 

According to legend, soon after the birth of Christ, that is, some two or three hundred years later, a 

king brought down a pheasant with an arrow while out hunting. But fate decided that one death was 

not enough for the pheasant, and it fell straight into the hot water. It boiled in the hot spring. Happy 

at his success, the king and great archer ordered that a town be built on this spot! It was duly built. 

And then, recently, only two or three years ago, a restaurant was built by the actual spring.  
Inside the “Golden Pheasant” we were served fried chicken. The chicken was meant to look like a 

pheasant, decorated with artificial feathers and wings of a golden colour.  
“This pheasant?” Claudia asked me.  
“It‟s chicken drenched with a pomegranate sauce.” “Yes, but what about pheasant?”  
“The pheasants all flew away long ago.”  
Claudia didn‟t like the fried chicken decorated with pheasant feathers. We soon left the 

restaurant, which was filled with people, singing, and discordant noise.  
Claudia is a resident of London, but really a Parisi-enne. A London Frenchwoman. She works in 



London and often visits the Caucasus. She also shoots documen-tary films. For me sometimes my 

relations with Claudia signify a simultaneous merging of souls between Apol-linaire and Shakespeare. 

I‟m not exaggerating. She has blue, blue eyes, a white, white skin and red, red lips.  
She repeats as it were the colours of her country‟s flag –  
France, and she is so beautiful that it always made me afraid, and still does.  

When I caress Claudia, her warm and tender energy infuses my palms, and my heart becomes as 

light as a wisp of dandelion down floating in the air.  After that meeting we were often together. We 

filmed a police chief (in front of cameras and microphones) destroying the poppy plantations from 

which addicts boiled up concoctions and injected them into their veins.  
We filmed the destruction of Condy‟s crystals too  

(addicts use these crystals in the preparation of narcotic solutions).  
We also filmed the implementation of measures against taking water from the source of a 

particular river. The same chief said that addicts were also getting their fix from the same spring, 

boiling it up directly from the water. A hundred men were spread around the source to guard it 

round the clock.  
We shot as well the presentation of an American in-strument measuring the content of opium 

vapour in the air. Together we studied the Caucasian air. It turned out that for the narcotic content of 

its air my city occupied seventh place in the world. This news was broadcast on CBB and NNC.  
At Claudia‟s place there is a collection of stones and twigs from various countries. She also has a 

pair of Chi-nese toy dogs – Aid and Shanai. The walls of her bed-room are decked with photographs 

taken in different towns and cities, and the photographs are covered with texts in non-existent 

languages.  
Claudia has the figure of Claudia Schiffer, with breasts like a young Sophia Loren. And when she 

makes love, she moans like the women in porn films. She is like no other woman in my life. When 

she whispers something in French in bed, she seems to be a different woman but, whispering in 

English, she is quite different again. I ask her to speak alternately in one language, then in another, 

then in a third… And sometimes I ask her to remain si-lent. And when she lapses into silence, both 

time and space vanish, and I am insanely happy.  
And one time, when we were in some cliff-top city dating back to pre-historic times, she struck 

me as resem-bling some cave drawing from a million years ago. She often transports me into the 

world of myths.  
Returning from the cliff-top city, we set out breakfast for ourselves on the banks of some frigid 

river. A déjeun-er sur l‟herbe. Monet. Manet. Lots of light, khachapuri cheese bread, tomatoes and 

wine. But Claudia was like that frigid river.  
When I found myself in London for the first time,  

Claudia and I ended up in the middle of a demonstration in Trafalgar Square against the war in Iraq.  
All the demonstrations in the Caucasus paled beside this one – there were up to two million 

people clamour-ing there, according to the newspapers. But the war went ahead anyway.  
We were also together at the war in Iraq and together we took the body of a dead Dutch journalist 



back to his home country.  
At home our most pleasant recreation was lying in bed and sometimes mindlessly watching endless 

Lat-in American TV serials. It was particularly diverting when the screen would suddenly display 

(heaven knows whence) a running caption reading: haemorrhoids cure… Drum and accordion for 

sale…. Constipation bothering you? Here‟s the answer… Ultra-modern remedy for lice… Come to 

the Hollywood mini-supermarket.  
At banquets we greet welcoming smiles like migra-tory birds. At banquets glittering with charged 

glasses and crystal chandeliers. And at modest evening parties… We took liberties and laughed, and 

then we remem-bered – with a laugh – the mini- and maxi-volcanoes of our stresses: wars and wasp 

stings in childhood, aerial bomb explosions, and how terribly our fathers cursed while we were 

sitting in our mothers‟ wombs.  
When Claudia switches on her notebook, the screen is slowly suffused by the golden Japanese 

character for “happiness”, which is simultaneously the character for Fujiyama. Fujiyama and… In a 

word, something fright-fully pornographic...  
After getting to know Claudia I lost all awareness of my age – I was now a child, now an old man. 

Any sense of life and death vanished – a million times I died in her and a million times I was restored 

to life with her, and I was not even properly conscious of when I had been or was alive and when I 

was dead and what was actually happening to me. I wonder which planet it was whose secret service 

planted Claudia on me!  
Even Claudia‟s clothing is sensual, infused by breezes from somewhere else. By the winds from 

deserts and seas and distant inter-planetary paths. Her eyes are blue as blue, something unseen on 

Earth, splashes of an ocean which exists somewhere in another galaxy. In a previous life she was my 

Juliet.  
For three years now she has been writing me mes sages in my native language. As soon as a golden 

pheas-ant flashes past on my computer screen, I know that she has written me a new one. The golden 

pheasant signifies  
Claudia.  

She has studied the geography of my city and the re-mainder of my entire country by way of 

funerals. Thus, recently in a seaside village we mourned a dead journalist friend…  
On the latest occasion we filmed the bombing of Sta-lin‟s home town. Some buildings in the town 

had been destroyed, but the statue of the leader had not suffered. Wow, even a bomb for the Leader!  
We also shot something else – a sort of podium set up for soldiers, right on the front line. We 

obtained some interesting material – three women models and five sol-diers had been killed. And 

seven soldiers wounded. The soldiers fired their grenade launchers straight from the podium. It was 

shown on world TV channels. It went down famously.  
And then there were the sunken warships in the port.  

Little tubs. We filmed both these ships and the military launches. Both lots were sunk. A seagull was 

sitting and squawking on the mast of one half-sunken ship. Having a rest.  
Only once did we leave our video and cameras at home. We went to the seaside just to relax. A 



seaside resort for poor folk on holiday. At that time there was no war. Even the war was having a 

rest, like the seagull sitting on the ship‟s mast. On the beach peasants were selling boiled sweet corn, 

khachapuri, seeds, ice cream. There was even a live rabbit for sale. And balloons – an inflatable lion, 

elephant, giraffe, bobbing in the air on strings, like coloured floats… When we saw the man sell-ing 

them, festooned with coloured floats, we were sorry– we should have brought at least one camera. A 

beach pho-tographer surreptitiously snapped us. We gave him some money. The photographer was 

dragging a tearful bear cub with a bandaged shoulder after him on a rope. Claudia took one look at 

the cub and burst into tears.  
By the sea Claudia‟s force of gravity was much stron-ger than inland.  
At night we turned on the air conditioner. Claudia gathered her portable wealth together – a 

single ring and some ear rings – on the dresser. And we didn‟t watch television.  
In the café we got almost drunk. Only Claudia did not get very drunk at all, barely noticeably to 

an outside observer. While we were getting almost drunk in this way, the tasteless music in the café 

would die down, di-minishing in volume, and the sea would swell, increase in size. And Claudia 

herself changed – she became seven, ten times bigger than she was in reality.  
On the ceiling of our room dwelt several spiders of a sandy colour. Among them was one huge 

monster. No doubt a queen spider. We would lie in bed and pensively observe the constellation of 

spiders like a tiny model of the universe.  
Down there by the sea I was completely unafraid of the Cyclops bomb. As soon as I began to sense its 

ap-proach, I would kiss Claudia, kiss and caress her and stoke her hair, shoulders and breasts and 

thighs… And then I would make for that place… And penetrate, there – into Claudia, with my 

whole body, legs, shoul-ders... Like a cosmonaut crawling into his capsule. I was even prepared to 

drag our bed in there. Oh God!.. Surely the Cyclops bomb wouldn‟t be able to find me in there.  
Of course not! It would seek me out, seek me out, and then go back, into space, and fade away 

somewhere over the Pacific, or Atlantic, or Indian Ocean. And for a-a-a-ges I would nestle there – in 

Claudia, and only now and then look out through the port-hole. 
 
 

The Automobile‟s Monologue 

(From the Production “The Cyclops Bomb”) 
 

I hit him. I recognised him and just ploughed into him, straight away! Without thinking. I had 

waited for this moment for so long. And here it was at last!  
It wasn‟t a fatal blow; I just broke his leg. That‟s noth-ing – he‟ll recover quickly.  
And he of course didn‟t suspect a thing. The idiot.  
I recognised him from a distance in that insane and stupefied city. In a city where the soul of the 

planet darts around in a weird fashion. Where other cities are also intermingled – oriental cities, 

western ones, and alpine, heavenly and subterranean cities as well. And there are people from other 

cities too. In a city where they are constantly in wait for the Man of the Universe, who will come and 

utter the Universal Word. Poor, poor city. Poor thing. 



This dummy didn‟t recognize me. How was he to know that a new owner had repainted me?  
He was striding along the pavement, and it was here that I hit him. Passers-by gathered. They 

looked alter-nately at him and at my new owner, and occasionally at me, half mounted on the 

pavement.  
Only a stray dog realised what had really happened… It came up and began to talk to me, sniffed 

my wheels, discovered some chewing gum stuck to one of them, licked it, and then peed on the 

wheel, which signified: I am your amigo, so don‟t funk!  
My new owner was staggered. He was sure that he had braked in time, that he had been holding 

the steer-ing wheel firmly. He could not guess that I had done all this myself. My poor new owner! It 

was my fault, but I couldn‟t take any more, and rammed into that dolt!!!  
The one with the broken leg, my previous owner, had always thought, when I belonged to him, 

that he was driving me himself, when drunk to oblivion. But it was me who was driving him home, 

flawlessly and gracefully.  
The following day he couldn‟t even remember how he had got home. In reality it was me who was 

his owner.  
All my life I protected him like this, while he… Flee-ing from the war, he left me on a mountain 

pass. That‟s how he thanked me for my loyalty. Our dog would not leave me alone for a whole 

month. He thought perhaps our owner would return, but then, when the snow fell, he disappeared. 

Apparently he had become too hungry. Poor, loyal dog – out of love for our owner he kept mak-ing 

up to me; he would lay his head against a wheel and snooze. Although as a rule dogs don‟t like us, 

automo-biles; they often perish on the roads through the fault of our spastic owners, and through our 

own fault as well.  
Then someone worked out who I was from my num-ber plate. There, on the pass, he recognized 

me. Rang my owner, who sold me by telephone. Sold me straight away, didn‟t even appear in person, 

didn‟t even look at me; in his heart there wasn‟t even a word of gratitude for me. If there had been, I 

would have felt it, I would have known. 

 
Now I wonder why I liked him so much. He was after all just as contemptible and squalid as other 

people. At the end of the day you are a car, so, be a car; no point in making a song and dance about it. 

For his deceit had always cost us dear – the dog, and the plants in our yard, and me as well.  
How many times have I delivered his so called friends to their homes safe and sound, stinking of 

wine and cig-arette smoke – second-rate types who were even more two-faced and perfidious than 

he was. What didn‟t they say about him behind his back, what foul things – that was known only to 

me. He guessed it because he himself was no better than them and, to put it briefly, that‟s the way 

they lived, in harmony and accord.  
But there is one of them I can never forget – he flat-tered and sucked up to him more than 

anyone, and abused him more than anyone. Naturally, behind his back.  
Thanks be to You, Lord, that You brought me into the world as an automobile, and not a human 

being! Tri-ple and multiple thanks to You, Most Exalted One! Then he would bring a prostitute along 



and have a tumble with her on my back seat; the smell of sperm took my breath away. He was 

unfaithful to his wife and children… What secrets of his I guarded!  
Thanks, thanks be to You, God.  
I showed him forests and lakes, hills and valleys, drove him everywhere, but he responded to it all 

apa-thetically, without any stirrings of the heart. If only the wretch possessed a tenth of my heart!  
Sometimes he switched music on and went through the motions of listening to it. What was he 

capable of un-derstanding? Only I listened to the music. Only I under-stood both the music and its 

creators. I was their amigo after all. Their music never tired of sounding for me; it flowed, like blood 

through veins, and therefore there is no way I can forget that music.  
What rapture I was borne along with in the green shade of the trees on that day, when I caught 

sight of him. I flew through the green cool of the trees, as if on wings, in order to slake my thirst for 

vengeance.  
I repeat: I did not strike him a lethal blow when I broke his leg. If he comes my way again, I will 

also hit him again, pin him down, smash him, plough into him. And I won‟t spend long thinking 

about it.  
I‟ll break his leg again. Maybe in hospital at least it will dawn on him why this is happening to 

him.  
I‟ll plough into him… I who was the more faithful in life to a mistake of nature like him.  


